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BHP HOUSING PROJECT - NEWMAN 
Statement 

HON VINCENT CATANIA (Mining and Pastoral) [9.59 pm]:  Yesterday I had great pleasure of launching a 
housing project for BHP in Newman.  That housing project is part of a $150 million commitment by BHP to 
renovate and build new houses in the Pilbara.  The Pilbara is growing rapidly due to the surging demand from 
China and other Asian countries.  BHP is assisting Western Australia’s economic growth by expanding ports and 
providing $150 million for this important project in the Pilbara.   

The project involves the renovation of 75 existing homes.  The work is being constrained somewhat by the lack 
of skilled workers.  However, the workers are doing a wonderful job and are making those houses virtually brand 
new.  They are also constructing 42 new homes, which is helping to expand the accommodation that is available 
in Newman.  They have also embarked on work at the Newman caravan park and are developing two eco 
villages to house the semi residential work force.  Those houses are on display.  They are not the normal houses 
that people would think resource companies would build.  It is great to see that happening, because it is 
complementing the Western Australian government’s efforts to expand the Pilbara by funding infrastructure such 
as ports and roads.  It is good that the private and public sector - that is, the state government and the resource 
sector - are working together to expand output, and that they are continuing to work together to improve training 
and to attract people with greater skills to the resource sector.  The expansion of social infrastructure is very 
important.  We must cater for the workers in the Pilbara.  I congratulate BHP for being proactive and for 
building and renovating these houses - as all members appreciate, there is a great demand for houses in the 
Pilbara - which will help alleviate the accommodation shortages in Newman and Port Hedland and help prolong 
the economic expansion in the Pilbara.  It is important to have a locally based work force, and it is great that 
BHP is committed to supporting a residentially based work force.  That decision will have a huge impact on the 
local economy.  It is also important for regional development.   

I also would like to acknowledge and welcome BHP’s participation in the local government rating study.  That 
will be huge for the shires that are involved with the resource sector.  The majority, if not all, of the resource 
sector people have joined that study.  FMG paved the way; four companies now pay rates to the shires to which 
they belong.  That economic benefit will help alleviate some of the pain that local governments are experiencing 
as a result of the resource sector not paying rates.  I congratulate BHP on its commitment to ensure that it is a 
good corporate citizen, which it is.  I was privileged and excited to launch that project in Newman yesterday.  
Let us hope that other companies will follow suit.   

House adjourned at 10.02 pm 
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